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WEEKLY MESSAGE OF THE VIRGIN MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED AT THE LIGHT-
NUCLEUS IMMACULATE HOUSE OF THE RELIEF OF SUFFERING, SÃO CARLOS, SÃO PAULO,
BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

Dear children,

I rejoice to see you here, in this sacred house, a favorite place of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, a space
that gestates relief for the suffering of souls.

I want to tell you, dear children, that My Heart prays every day for the manifestation of the House
of Saint Lazarus, a house that will be consecrated in honor of this important fact lived by My Son,
Jesus, in the resurrection of Lazarus, so that souls that one day enter this space may receive within
themselves the power of resurrection, through the care of love for those who suffer and for those
who are sick in body and in spirit.

All of you are blessed by this project of the House of Saint Lazarus. In a short while, the doors of
manifestation will open, and it will be the time and the moment, dear children, to work for the relief
of suffering of the hearts that will seek peace, of many hearts that will appear seeking relief because
they will not find it anywhere else.

Although this Project seems unattainable, for God it is not, because it is in His Will. And today I
come as your Mother of the Relief of Suffering, to remind you of this request.

However, this mission of the House of Saint Lazarus is not the only one. This Light-Nucleus will
expand its dimensions and spaces. This is why I ask you to ask yourselves internally if you are
ready for this moment. Because while the planet and humanity suffer in an unknown way, God will
place His Presence in some places of the planet, through spaces of light, love, charity and mercy.

I come here to tell you, My children, that I am with you, that I accompany each step and each
moment of the concretion of the House of Saint Lazarus, as well as of the other projects through this
Light-Nucleus, projects that someday will go beyond this city of São Carlos, projects that will also
renew the Nucleus in São Paulo, so that it may re-emerge through the impulse of service that the
self-summoned souls have lived throughout the times, because we are at a moment of emergency.

The Light-Nuclei must not only be spaces of salvation and rescue, they must also continue to be the
archetype of a life experience, of a life consecrated to the Plan of God, of a life that may express the
Community of Christ on Earth.

The pillars of the Light-Nuclei are sustained by the souls that present themselves in them, to take
care of each space as if it were their very own life, just as you take care of yourselves.

Here, on the inner planes of this Nucleus, an Aspect of God reigns, which is the one that impels the
work of charity, service and mercy, not only through the materialization of the House of Saint
Lazarus, but also through the other projects of service that are lived here and those which will be
lived here someday. Because there will be other projects that will gather other souls, different from
you, but who will be embraced by the same impulse of Christ to express good and peace in a
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disturbed world, in an unbalanced society, in a family that needs unity.

Here the Aspect of Iod He Vaud He is present, which is the Aspect that represents the Spiritual
Government of God for the Earth and the whole universe. I know that this is a very great conception
for you and also for inner life, but do not worry, unite to Iod He Vaud He, so that He may inspire
you, so that He may give you strength, so that He may grant you the bravery and courage to achieve
and express His Will on Earth and in souls.

For a moment, think and meditate with Me, through each effort that has been made in the project of
the House of Saint Lazarus, and for in the Project Fraternal Serving. How many souls have
benefitted from this, not only incarnated souls, but also on the inner planes? How many have
already achieved relief of suffering, even though the House of Saint Lazarus still does not
physically exist? Do you understand, My children, how far the Love of God wants to go?

I know that you need something material to understand it, but I invite you to internally live the
expression of the House of Saint Lazarus. Live the Law of Correspondence and all will happen
according to what is written. If this project were not real for God, I would not be here today. This is
why I come once again to reaffirm in you this Aspiration of the Eternal Father.

Beloved children, understand, once and for all, that the Eternal Father is the One who ardently
wishes for the House of Saint Lazarus. Because in the end of these times, many, really many, must
resurrect in spirit and also in life, through the miraculous and authentic service that this house will
express through all the hands and, above all, all the hearts that give of themselves to reflect, within
the House of Saint Lazarus, the fiery bases and principles of Figueira.

This treasure of the spirituality of Figueira is an incalculable treasure, it is a still unknown treasure,
it is a Treasure of God, because it comes from His Heart.

You, beloved children, are part of this Legacy. Did you know this? Feel as part of this story that is
written today in the mirrors, in the Mirrors of Creation, an experience of love and redemption of
each one of you, so that many more, in a state of Grace and Pity, may attain the Mercy and the
opportunity for the lives of many human beings to be dignified lives in the Lord, a part of His
Kingdom.

Today, I embrace this house, this work and all its service with My Mantle and, above all, with My
Arms. And I ask the Holy Spirit of God to inspire, guide and lead you, through His gifts, His seven
gifts, toward His Will, the Will of God that is written in the heart of each one of you.

I feel so much a part of this work, dear children, that you cannot imagine. I would never tire of
saying it, because where there is true love there is God, and where there is God there is the relief of
suffering for all those who serve in His name, His Most Sacred Name, which gives you the power of
overcoming and of transcendence, which every day grants you the Grace to stand up again to fulfill
His Will, although you may have fallen.  

These are My Words. This is also My aspiration: I will be the first to enter this House of Saint
Lazarus, because I was a witness of the miracle that My Son, Jesus, worked with Saint Lazarus.
Thus, once again, I will be a witness of the miracle that My Son will work in you and in your
brothers and sisters.

Let us celebrate this moment through the Holy Eucharist, so that at the Altars of God may be
presented the offering of each heart, each server and each collaborator who places their life into a
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project that continues to descend from Heaven to Earth.

Let us offer this moment.

I once again thank you for responding to My call. I bless you and encourage you to follow in the
steps of Christ, His footprints of Light. I invite you to follow His Heart.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

 


